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Abstract
We describe a new approach to measuring DNA hybridization using surface plasmon-coupled
emission (SPCE). Excited fluorophores are known to couple with surface oscillations of electrons in
thin metal films, typically 50 nm thick silver on a glass prism. These surface plasmons then radiate
into the glass at a sharply defined angle determined by the emission wavelength and the optical
properties of the glass and metal. This radiation has the same spectral profile as the emission spectrum
of the fluorophores. We studied the emission due to Cy3-labeled DNA oligomers bound to
complementary unlabeled oligomers which were themselves bound to the metal surface.
Hybridization resulted in SPCE due to Cy3–DNA into the prism. Directional SPCE was observed
whether the sample was illuminated from the sample side or through the glass substrate at the surface
plasmon angle for the excitation wavelength. A large fraction of the total potential emission is coupled
to the surface plasmons resulting in improved sensitivity. When illuminated through the prism at the
surface plasmon angle, the sensitivity is increased due to the enhanced intensity of the resonance
evanescent field. It is known that SPCE depends on proximity to the silver surface. As a result,
changes in emission intensity are observed due to fluorophore localization even if hybridization does
not affect the quantum yield of the fluorophore. The use of SPCE resulted in suppression of interfering
emission from a noncomplementary Cy5–DNA oligomers due to weaker coupling of the more distant
fluorophores with the surface plasmons. We expect SPCE to have numerous applications to nucleic
acid analysis and for the measurement of bioaffinity reactions.

Measurement of DNA hybridization is now a central component of biotechnology and medical
diagnostics. A variety of approaches are available to detect DNA hybridization including the
use of intercalating fluorophores,1,2 dyes which displayed increased quantum yields upon
binding to double stranded (ds) DNA,3,4 fluorescence resonance energy transfer,5,6 and
excimer formation.7 In all these methods hybridization is detected by a change in the emission
spectral properties of the probe which occurs upon formation of double-stranded DNA,
typically an increased quantum yield of the fluorophore or an increase in resonance energy
transfer.

We now describe a new approach to measurement of nucleic acid hybridization which does
not depend on a spectral change in the fluorophores. In our approach the intensity change is
due to localization of the fluorophore near a thin metal surface by the binding reaction. In
several recent reports we described a phenomenon called surface plasmon-coupled emission
(SPCE).8–10 From theoretical studies it is known that this phenomenon occurs for excited
fluorophores within about 200 nm of a thin continuous metallic surface,11,12 in our case 50 nm
thick silver on a glass substrate. A small number of experimental reports of SPCE have
appeared,13–16 but this phenomenon has not yet been applied to biological assays. The dipoles
of the excited fluorophores coupled with surface plasmons, which are electron oscillations on
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the metal surface. The surface plasmons then radiate into the glass substrate at a sharply defined
angle which satisfied the resonance between the fluorophores and the plasmons. Coupling to
the surface plasmons is highly efficient and can collect 50% or more of the total possible
emission.11 The directional property allows selective observation of the desired emission.
Emission from fluorophores more distant from the metal will radiate mostly isotropically, and
most of this emission will reflect off the metal surface. SPCE is in a sense the reverse process
of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) where light at a specific angle of incidence, through a
prism, is strongly absorbed by a metal film on the surface.17–19 While the present report uses
silver films, we recently observed SPCE using gold films.20 The use of gold is advantageous
because of its chemical stability and well-known surface chemistry. It is known that the
evanescence field present in the sample above the gold–glass substrate is enhanced due to the
resonance interactions.21,22 As a result, the intensity of the SPCE is expected to show this same
resonance enhancement.

In this report we examined SPCE for fluorophore-labeled DNA oligomers, which were
complementary (ssDNA–Cy3, Chart 1) or not complementary (ssDNA–Cy5) to a surface-
bound capture oligomer. We found a dramatic increase in the directional SPCE emission of
Cy3 upon hybridization. In contrast, the noncomplementary Cy5-labeled DNA did not show
changes in the SPCE. The use of SPCE results in high sensitivity due to efficient coupling to
the metal. We also show background rejection of the Cy5 emission due to the distance-
dependent coupling. SPCE is a simple technology requiring only a thin nobel metal film and
surface-localized fluorophores, which can be easily implemented in sensing applications. We
expect SPCE to have numerous applications to DNA analysis and diagnostics.

THEORY
Since the phenomenon of SPCE is new to analytical chemistry, it is valuable to review the
principles. The principles of SPCE can be understood from the physics of surface
plasmons23,24 and the theory of surface plasmon resonance (SPR).25,26 SPR is observed as a
decrease in reflectivity of a thin gold film at a specific angle of incidence (θSP) through a glass
prism. This occurs when the wavevector of the incident light matches the wavevector of the
surface plasmons (θSP). The wavevector of the incident light is given by

(1)

where np is the refractive index of the prism, λ is the wavelength in the prism, ω is the frequency
in radians/s, and k0 is the wavevector in free space. Calculation of the wavevector for the surface
plasmon is more complex. The dielectric constant (ε) of a metal (m) is a complex quantity
given by

(2)

where  and the subscripts indicate the real (r) and imaginary (im) components. For a
metal the wavevector for the surface plasmon at the metal–sample interface can be
approximated by

(3)
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where εr and εs are the real parts of the dielectric constants of the metal (m) and sample (s),
respectively.

The incident light interacts with the surface plasmon when its x-axis component equals the
wavevector for the surface plasmons. The wavevector for the incident light in the prism is given
by

(4)

and the component along the x-axis is equal by

(5)

where θI is the incidence angle in the prism. The conditions for SPR absorption are satisfied
when

(6)

SPR only occurs for p-polarized incident light.17,18 In reality SPR does not occur only at a
single angle but over a relatively narrow range of angles determined by the optical constants
and resonance response of the metal.

SPCE displays similar properties of SPR17,18 except that the surface plasmons are created by
interactions with the excited fluorophores. These plasmons then emit into the glass prism,
which is possible because the wavevector of the plasmons can be matched with far-field
radiation according to eq 6. For SPCE the wavelength is now the emission wavelength which
radiates at an angle θF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation

All samples were prepared on quartz slides, which were the smooth, ungrooved parts of 1 mm
demountable cuvettes (12.5 mm × 45 mm; Starna Cell, Inc., Atascadero, CA). Complementary
oligonucleotides labeled with biotin or Cy3 (N,N′-dipropyltetramethylindocarbocyanine) and
noncomplementary oligo labeled with Cy5 (N,N′-dipropyltetramethylindodicarbocyanine)
(Chart 1) were obtained from the Biopolymer Core Facility at the University of Maryland,
School of Medicine. Nanopure H2O (>18.0 MΩ), purified a using Millipore Milli-Q gradient
system, was used for all experiments. Buffer components were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO).

Each quartz slide was half covered with continuous 50 nm thick silver film, which was vapor
deposited by EMF Corp. (Ithaca, NY). The entire surface was then covered with 500 µL of an
aqueous solution of 10 µM BSA–biotin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and placed in humid chamber
for 20 h (5 °C, cold room). After being washed 3 times with water, the slides were placed again
in humid chamber and 500 µL of 5 µM streptavidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in 0.1×
PBS buffer was deposited on each BSA–biotin-coated surface for 40 min (room temperature).
These slides were than washed 3 times with 0.1× PBS buffer. Then 500 µL of biotinylated
DNA samples in 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.1 M KCl, and 0.25 mM EDTA was deposited for
1 h at room temperature. After being washed with the same buffer and covered with the second
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part of the demountable cuvette, the samples that consisted of an ssDNA–streptavidin–BSA
layer on the silver film were ready to use.

To determine the conditions needed to observe SPCE we used the double-stranded Cy3–DNA–
biotin deposited on protein monolayer by incubation with 500 µL of 2 µM Cy3–DNA–biotin
previously hybridized by mixing complementary oligos in 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.1 M KCl,
and 0.25 mM EDTA.

For hybridization experiments, the protein layer was covered with 500 µL of 2 µM single-
stranded biotinylated oligo (ssDNA–biotin) in buffer solution. The 1 mm cuvette was then
filled with hybridization buffer containing 5.4 nM complementary ss Cy3–DNA and 150 nM
noncomplementary ss Cy5–DNA.

Fluorescence Measurements
The quartz slide with sample was attached with index-matching fluid to a hemicylindrical prism
made of BK7 glass and positioned on a precise rotary stage.9 The stage was equipped with an
arm about 15 cm long for fiber optic detection. The fiber bundle was 3 mm in diameter. The
input of the fiber optic bundle could be rotated around the prism, which allowed observation
at any angle relative to the incident angle. The incident light was either normal to the glass
water interface from the water side (reverse Kretschmann, RK) or incident at the SPR angle
for the incident wavelength through the prism (Kretschmann configuration, KR). These optical
configurations will be described in more detail in the Results and are shown schematically in
Figure 4 (see below). For collection of the angle-dependent emission intensity a 200 µm air
slit was placed on the fiber input. The output of the fiber was directed to the SLM 8000 single
photon counting spectrofluorometer. For measurement of the emission spectra the 200 µm slit
was removed from the fiber and the fiber input was positioned as close as possible to the sample.
The 514 nm excitation was from a pulsed mode-locked argon ion laser (76 MHz repetition
rate, 120 ps half-width). Scattered incident light at 514 nm was suppressed on observation by
using a holographic supernotch-plus filter (Kaiser Optical System, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI).
Unless otherwise indicated, the incident light was polarized horizontally in the laboratory axis,
which is p-polarized relative to the plane of incidence.

RESULTS
Overview of Experiments

The DNA oligomers are shown in Chart 1. The surface-bound capture oligomer was labeled
with biotin (ssDNA–biotin). The oligomer complementary to the capture oligomer was labeled
with Cy3 (ssCy3–DNA). A shorter oligomer which was not complementary to the capture
oligomer was labeled with Cy5 (ssCy5–DNA). The concept of the experiment is shown in
Scheme 1. The ssDNA–biotin is bound to the silver surface by a layer of biotinylated BSA
covered with streptavidin. ssDNA–biotin binds to this surface. The bathing solution can contain
ssDNA–Cy3 and/or ssDNA–Cy5. We expect some of the ssDNA–Cy3 to bind to the surface
and any excess to remain unbound. ssDNA–Cy5 will be unbound and more distant from the
silver.

When using silver surfaces, there are two different modes of excitation. The sample can be
excited through the aqueous phase, in our case with normal incidence to the interface. This is
called the reverse Kretschmann (RK) configuration, which does not result in excitation of
surface plasmons in the metal. A second mode of excitation is through the glass substrate with
the incident angle equal to the SPR angle for the excitation wavelength. This is called the
Kretschmann configuration (KR) as shown in Scheme 1. The excitation source is the
evanescent field from the plasmon resonance. This field penetrates about a wavelength into
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the aqueous phase. Because of the resonance interaction, the evanescent intensity is enhanced
about 20-fold relative to the incident intensity.13,14 This evanescent field is different from that
found for total internal reflection (TIR) because it is the result of surface plasmons in the metal
film. However, the origin is similar because the incident light cannot propagate into the aqueous
phase.

Detection of SPCE
First we examined the sample with surface plasmon (KR) excitation. Because we wished to
measure the angular distribution of the SPCE, this sample contained only surface-bound Cy3–
DNA. The emission intensity was measured at all angles ±90° from the normal axis (Figure
1). The emission was found to be strongly directional at ±75°. Even though the emission is the
result of surface plasmons, the emission spectrum is characteristic of Cy3. We compared this
angle with the expected angle-dependent reflectivity of the silver film.17,18 For this calculation
we made the assumption that the protein–DNA layer was 15 nm thick and had a slightly larger
dielectric constant (ε1 = 2.07) than the aqueous phase (ε0 = 1.79). This calculation (Figure 2)
showed a reflectivity minimum near 74° for the emission wavelength of 565 nm, in good
agreement with the observed value of 75°. The similarity of the observed and calculated angles,
and the highly directional nature of the emission, support our claim that the emission at 75° is
in fact surface plasmon-coupled emission. Additionally, the emission was p-polarized as
expected for SPCE.8 We also calculated the reflectivity for the excitation wavelength of 514
nm. The calculated reflectivity minimum agrees with the experimental value of 78°, which we
found yielded the most intense emission.

DNA Hybridization
We tested the possibility of using SPCE to measure DNA hybridization. The excitation and
emission angles were chosen from the results in Figure 1, 78 and 75°, respectively. The sample
consisted of unlabeled ssDNA–biotin, which was bound to the protein layer. Upon injection
of ssCy3–DNA there was a time-dependent increase in the emission of Cy3 (Figure 3). Upon
injection of ssCy3–DNA to a sample which contained protein (BSA and streptavidin) but no
capture oligomers, there was no increase in Cy3 emission. The latter result shows that there
was no significant nonspecific binding of ssCy3–DNA to the protein surface which lacked the
complementary oligomer. This result also shows there is little observable emission from
ssCy3–DNA which was in the sample but not bound near the silver surface. In total, the data
in Figure 3 demonstrated that DNA hybridization can be detected from the SPCE. Furthermore,
detection of hybridization depends on proximity to the silver surface and does not require a
change in quantum yield of the fluorophore.

Background Suppression Using SPCE
The dependence of SPCE on proximity to the silver surface suggested the possibility of
suppressing the background from regions of the sample more distal from the metal. We tested
this possibility by examining a sample containing both surface-bound Cy3–DNA and
noncomplementary ssCy5–DNA. We measured both the SPCE and the free-space emission
(Figure 4, top). By free space emission we mean the nondirectional emission which propagates
away from the sample. For this measurement the probe was excited through the sample, and
not through the prism, at normal incidence. In this configuration it is not possible to excite
surface plasmons, so that the free-space emission is similar to that which would be observed
in a standard cuvette without a metal film.

At the excitation wavelength of 514 nm Cy5 absorbs light more weakly than Cy3. To obtain
comparable intensities in the free-space emission of Cy3 and Cy5 we used an approximate 30-
fold higher concentration of ssCy5–DNA than Cy3–DNA, resulting in the free-space emission
spectrum shown in Figure 4. We considered this comparable intensity due to Cy5 to be the
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unwanted background signal. We then changed the optical configuration to use surface
plasmon (KR) excitation and to observe the SPCE. Using these conditions the emission was
almost completely due to Cy3 (Figure 4). The emission from Cy5 was suppressed 20-fold or
more. Hence SPCE can be used with samples containing multiple fluorophores or
autofluorescence, and only fluorophores close to the metal will result in SPCE.

DISCUSSION
SPCE appears to offer several advantages for measurement of DNA hybridization and other
binding interactions. When using the KR configuration, excitation occurs selectively near the
metal film due to the enhanced evanescent field. Irrespective of the use of the KR or RK
configuration the increased intensity seen at the surface plasmon angle is due to fluorophore
localization near the metal surface. Hence, binding can be detected without a change in probe
intensity due to the binding event. Since the intensity change is due to surface localization, an
intensity change can be observed for any association reaction and is not limited to fluorophores
which display changes in quantum yield. Additionally, SPCE occurs over moderately large
distances, typically up to several hundred nanometers from the metal surface.8 Since the
biomolecules are typically much smaller, several layers of the capture molecules can be placed
on the metal surface for increased sensitivity.

Another advantage of SPCE is effective rejection of the emission from fluorophores more
distant from the metal. This suppression occurs by two mechanisms. One mechanism is
decreased efficiency of coupling at larger distances from the metal. When using the
Kretschmann configuration, excitation occurs preferentially near the metal surface.

Another important characteristic of SPCE is high sensitivity because plasmon coupling can
result in light collection efficiency near 50%,11 much higher than efficiencies of a few percent
with more typical optics. The use of SPCE is technically simple, requiring only a easily
prepared thin silver film. And finally, we note that SPCE can be observed with thin gold
films20 which are chemically stable and for which the surface modification chemistry is well
developed. These attributes suggest SPCE will find numerous applications for nucleic acid and
protein binding reactions.
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Figure 1.
Fluorescence spectrum of dsCy3–DNA–biotin directional emission (SPCE). The insert shows
an angular distribution of the fluorescence observed at 565 nm upon SP excitation at 514 nm.
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Figure 2.
Angle-dependent reflectivity of a silver film calculated according to ref 17. This assumed values
were dielectric constants of ε2 = 2.3, εm = −13.5 + 0.5i for 565 nm, and εm = −10.7 + 0.33i for
514 nm, dm = 50 nm, ε1 = 2.07, d1 = 15 nm, and ε0 = 1.79.
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Figure 3.
SPCE fluorescence observed at 565 nm (Cy3–DNA emission) upon injection of a ssCy3–DNA
in the presence (●) and absence (△) of a complementary ssDNA–biotin deposited on the
protein-coated Ag 50 nm mirror.
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Figure 4.
SPCE spectrum of dsCy3–DNA in the presence of excess of ssCy5–DNA with surface plasmon
(KR) excitation (−). Also shown is a free-space emission observed in RK configuration.
[dsCy3–DNA] = 5.4 × 10−9 M, and [ssCy5–DNA] = 150 × 10−9 M.
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Scheme 1.
Intuitive Description of Directional Fluorescence Emission from Hybridized DNAa
a Figure not drawn to scale. BSA–streptavidin = 90 Å, and ssCy3–DNA = 70 Å.
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Chart 1.
Structures of Cy3–DNA and Cy5–DNA
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